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Women & Wealth: 
Legacy Reexamines the Wealth Gap

Wealth can provide security, income and comfort throughout retirement, opportunities to your heirs, and can be passed 
down from generation to generation in the form of a family legacy. However, recent research shows there is still a 
disconnect between women and wealth: the “female wealth gap.”i 

What is the “female wealth gap?” This gap refers to the discrepancies in net worth between men and women.                 
More specifically, it can translate to a woman at retirement age accumulating as much as $1,055,000 less than her            
male counterparts.ii  

According to recent studies, disparity in net worth is further evidenced by the following statistics:

Women outnumber men at all levels of postsecondary education.iii 

Women with a master’s degree or higher bring in an average $83,000 a year while men need only a 

bachelor’s degree to report average earnings of $87,000.iv

Nearly three-quarters of Americans who earn more than $100,000 are men.vi 

Due to less cash flow, women have restricted investing options if they want to reach their objectives.v

Eighty-one percent of women worry they will run out of money by age 80.vi 

While the gap is undeniable, and research shows it can be significant, this doesn’t mean it cannot be overcome. 
Understanding the factors that contribute to the female wealth gap is the key to finding an approach to wealth that can help 
bridge this gap and lead to long-term financial success.

WHAT CAUSES THE FEMALE WEALTH GAP?
A difference in financial compensation, career discontinuity, work flexibility, life expectancy, and risk tolerance are all gender 
differences that can accumulate, causing women to have less money available for investments. These factors lead to a loss 
of wealth over time and the eventual inability to meet financial goals long term. The result is that often times, even if women 
are financially comfortable, they may not meet their financial goals.
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In spousal relationships, the male is more likely to control major financial decisions, even though women often control day-
to-day household financial decisions. It can also be said that women make much better investors than menvii but are still left 
out of the investment conversation. Most financial relationships with advisors are “man-to-man.” And we have to ask…why is 
this the case? In the following analysis we explore some of the factors that may contribute to the discrepancy. 

DEMONSTRATING THE FEMALE WEALTH GAP 
To better illustrate how women fall behind through a series of circumstances associated with their gender, we will explore a 
comparison between a young man and woman, both in their early 20’s, with similar circumstances and financial objectives. 
For our purposes, we are assuming both have similar education levels and career paths. We will call them John and Sarah, 
and are using data from UBS’s recently released article, How women can best protect and grow their wealth. 

Looking at these two individuals, we see that both John and Sarah want to: 

Buy a house at age 35.

Enjoy a decent lifestyle during retirement.

Preserve and grow their $1,000,000 inheritance.

Frustratingly, despite all of these similarities, Sarah will have a significantly more difficult time achieving her financial goals 
than John – purely because of gender differences that add up over time. 

Let’s take a look at how gender differences can poorly influence Sarah’s wealth as it compares to John’s. 

ASSUMPTIONS FOR SARAH AND JOHN
Before we get started, it’s important to note that our analysis is only an illustration. In order to compare Sarah’s and John’s 
wealth journey as accurately as possible, we made the following realistic assumptions:

Sarah and John’s 

pension and real estate 

rates will be the same.

5.Sarah’s expenses will 

grow less than John’s 

due to earning less and 

having a limited amount 

to spend. 

4. 

3. We assume they both 

stay single, and their 

incomes are their own.

1. 
2. The gender pay gap 

causes Sarah’s starting 

salary to be slightly 

lower than John’s.

Sarah takes a short career 

break and part-time work 

around age 33viii that 

cause Sarah’s salary to 

gross less than John’s.

*Readers should not rely on the assumptions and outcomes detailed above to determine any investment strategies or draw any investment conclusions.

1. 
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EFFECTS OF THE GENDER PAY GAP
From the beginning, the difference in starting wage plays one of the largest roles in the overall female wealth 
gap. In fact, the average full-time female employee in the U.S. earns about 21% less annually than her male 
counterpartix – even if they do the same job and have the same experience and skills. Just like the female 
wealth gap, the gender pay gap is the result of a variety of factors, such as getting penalized for flexible work. 

Due to this pay disparity, Sarah will earn about $800,000 less than John by the time she retires 

and, as a result, will have 38% less wealth by age 85.x 

EFFECTS OF CAREER DISCONTINUITY
In families, women are typically the primary caregivers of both children and elderly parents. However, in 
order to take on this role, short career breaks are often required. This career discontinuity can then harm 
their career prospects, investment savings, and wealth for many years to come. 

When we incorporate a short career break with already lower earnings from the gender pay gap, 

Sarah’s wealth at age 85 becomes 43% less than John’s.xi

EFFECTS OF FLEXIBLE EMPLOYMENT
In addition to short career breaks, women are also two times more likely than men to work part-time. In 
turn, this flexible employment can have long-term effects on women’s pay due to fewer promotions, fewer 
benefits, and smaller allocations to their pension funds.  

For Sarah, flexible employment results in a 96% decrease in her wealth. 

EFFECTS OF LONGER LIFE EXPECTANCY 
A long life expectancy is a great thing. However, it does have one downside: it can negatively affect people’s 
wealth. When it comes to life expectancy and wealth, even a few years can make a huge difference. This can 
be a problem for the female wealth gap since women in the U.S. typically live 6.7 years longer than men. 

These additional years cause Sarah to struggle to maintain her lifestyle and prohibits her from 

achieving her goal of passing wealth to the next generation.

EFFECTS OF A LOWER RISK TOLERANCE
Numerous studies and surveys have discovered that women tend to have a lower risk tolerance than 
men when it comes to investing, which results in conservative investments. However, avoiding risks when 
investing can result in women not receiving the returns they were hoping for. 

The effects of conservative investing that yielded a mere 1% return (versus her desired 3%) 
causes Sarah to create an even larger gap between her and John. Because she chose the less risky 

investments, Sarah now can’t support herself when she retires. 
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THE SOLUTION
Clearly, a variety of factors, such as pay inequality, career discontinuity, longer life expectancies, and differing risk 
tolerances, can accumulate to create a wealth gap between women and men. But just because specific gender-focused 
challenges exist, that doesn’t mean the women of the world can’t begin to close the gap. Women can still achieve all of 
their financial goals. However, to do so, they must invest their funds in a disciplined way using a suitable strategy and an 
appropriate amount of risk. 

Finally, the best way for women to grow their wealth, achieve their goals, and narrow the female wealth gap is by teaming 
up with an independent wealth advisor who understands both their unique financial circumstances, challenges and feelings 
about investing. 

With the right portfolio and wealth advisor, both Sarah and John are able to meet their wealth objectives.  

For more information, please contact Legacy Family Office at (239) 949-1982 or via email at       
info@legacyfamilyoffice.com.

Important Disclosure: Legacy Family Office is registered as an investment adviser with the State of Florida. The firm only transacts business in states 
where it is properly registered, or is excluded or exempted from registration requirements. Registration does not constitute an endorsement of the firm 
by the Commission nor does it indicate that the adviser has attained a particular level of skill or ability. The firm is not engaged in the practice of law or 
accounting. All investment strategies have the potential for profit or loss. Hyperlinks in this article are provided as a convenience and we disclaim any 
responsibility for information, services or products found on websites linked hereto. 

Certain information herein has been obtained from third party sources and, although believed to be reliable, has not been independently verified and its 
accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. No representation is made with respect to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of this document.
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